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Abstract
Attempts to dereference null result in an excep-
tion or a segmentation fault. Hence it is important to
know those program points where this might occur and
prove the others (or the entire program) safe. Null-
ness analysis of computer programs checks or infers
non-null annotations for variables and object fields.
Most nullness analyses currently use run-time checks
or are incorrect or only verify manual annotations. We
use here abstract interpretation to build and prove cor-
rect a static nullness analysis for Java bytecode which
infers non-null annotations. It is based on Boolean
formulas, implemented with binary decision diagrams.
Our experiments show it faster and more precise than
the correct nullness analysis by Hubert, Jensen and
Pichardie. We deal with static fields and exceptions,
which is not the case of most other analyses. We claim
that the result is theoretically clean and the implemen-
tation strong and scalable.
1 Introduction
Object-oriented languages such as Java and C# al-
low uninitialised object fields and let one store a null
value into the fields. Dereferences i.e., field accesses
and method calls, work on a receiver value and are
safe when the latter is never null. Othewise, an ex-
ception or a segmentation fault occurs. It is important
to prove the absence of this error before the program
is run or spot suspect program points. Even though
dereferences are safe, languages such as Java do check
the nullness of the receiver at run-time: removing use-
less checks improves the efficiency of the program and
simplifies its control-flow graph by cutting spurious
exceptional paths, which improves efficiency and pre-
cision of subsequent static analyses.
Most techniques proving dereferences safe use
preliminary non-null annotations about fields and
method arguments [8]. An extension [11] of class ver-
ification [10] propagates them intra-procedurally and
exploits guards for better precision; it misses a global
view of the code but fits inside the class verifier. Other
analyses [2, 7] are more global but based on incor-
rect/incomplete tools like ESC/Java [5]. Also type sys-
tems can check non-null annotations [6].
The correct nullness analysis in [3] does not ap-
proximate the fields. By expanding its abstract do-
main, the constraint-based analysis in [9] infers non-
null annotations for the fields. It is mechanically
proved correct and more precise than [6] for typable
programs. An implementation exists for the Java byte-
code. This significant result shows that global null-
ness analysis can infer non-null annotations and lead
to a reliable implementation. Nevertheless, the analy-
sis is not context-sensitive and better precision can be
achieved (Section 2). Moreover, the analysis looks too
complex to us: a variable can have several approxi-
mations (Raw , Raw(X), MayBeNull , NotNull , . . . )
and seven distinct abstract domains are used.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
• We define and prove correct a static nullness anal-
ysis to infer non-null annotations for Java byte-
code; it is natural i.e., a variable is only approx-
imated as null or non-null; only one abstract
domain of Boolean formulas is used, efficiently
implemented with binary-decision diagrams [1];
• We identify non-null fields with an iterated ora-
cle version of our analysis;
• We describe its implementation and show it more
precise and faster than that in [9].
We have chosen the Java bytecode since we want to
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check code downloaded from the net into client com-
puters or phones. However, our analysis applies to all
languages compiled into Java bytecode, so we often
make examples easier by writing them in Java.
Section 2 shows an example where our analysis is
more precise than others; Section 3 defines the con-
crete denotational semantics of Java bytecode that Sec-
tion 4 abstracts into a nullness analysis; Section 5 de-
scribes the oracle approach for the fields; Section 6
shows some experiments; Section 7 concludes.
2 An Example of Nullness Analysis
Consider the Java program in Figure 1, devised to
test the ability of a nullness analysis. Ours proves
that fields f and g are non-null i.e., they never hold
null when they are read, and that a java.lang.
NullPointerException might only be thrown
at the statement p.f=new Object() in the second
constructor. This result is optimal, since n4 might ac-
tually hold null when main() calls it. All accesses
to g inside helper() and foo() are marked as safe.
Other analyses, such as [9] and [6], do not prove f nor
g non-null nor the accesses inside helper() safe.
Our analysis initially assumes f and g optimisti-
cally non-null and then looks for a counterexam-
ple. Method helper() writes g and is called by
both constructors. The first passes this, always non-
null; the second p, non-null since otherwise the
previous statement p.f=new Object() throws an
exception and stops the execution. Hence no coun-
terexample is found to the non-nullness of g. Both
constructors write f. The second writes a non-null
value (this or new Object()); the first requires to
prove that its parameter f is always non-null. This is
true for the call creating n1, since a new Object()
is passed as f; the call creating n3 passes foo(n1)
which is non-null since foo() returns n1.g, as-
sumed non-null, or n1, non-null; the call creating
n4 passes n1.f, assumed non-null; the call creating
n6 passes n4, non-null or otherwise the previous call
to the second constructor throws an exception. Thus
no counterexample is found to the non-nullness of f.
In this example, the following points are important:
1. the analyser must conclude that, after p.f, vari-
able p is non-null or an exception is thrown;
public class Test {
private Object f; private Test g;
public Test(Object f) { // 1
this.f = f; helper(this); }
public Test(Test p) { // 2
this.f = this; p.f = new Object(); helper(p); }
private void helper(Test g) {
this.g = g; try {
if (this.g.g == this) this.g = this.g.g;
} catch (NullPointerException e) {} }
private static Object foo(Test p) {
if (p != null) return p.g; else return p; }
public static void main(String[] args) {
Test n1 = new Test(new Object()); // 1
Object o2 = foo(null);
Test n3 = new Test(foo(n1)); // 1
Test n4 = null;
if (args.length > 0) n4 = new Test(n1.f); // 1
// n4 might be null here
Test n5 = new Test(n4); // 2
Test n6 = new Test((Object)n4); // 1
}
}
Figure 1. A program to analyse. We specify
the constructor called by every new Test.
2. the analyser must conclude that if the last state-
ment of main() is reached then the previous has
thrown no exception and hence n4 is non-null;
3. the analyser must not be fooled by the call
foo(null), which returns null, and conclude
that also the subsequent call foo(n1) might re-
turn null: it must be context-sensitive.
We think these points outside the ability of current
analyses. Ours, instead, fulfills them and proves both f
and g non-null. Our experiments (Section 6) confirm
that it is actually more precise than [9] and hence [6].
3 Denotational Semantics of Java Bytecode
We describe here the denotational semantics for
Java bytecode proved in [12] equivalent to an opera-
tional one, but we also consider exceptions here. We
assume a program P given as a collection of graphs
of basic blocks of code, one for each method. Fig-
ure 2 shows it for the method helper() in Fig-
ure 1. Bytecodes which might throw exceptions are
linked to a handler starting with a catch, possibly
followed by bytecodes selecting the right kind of ex-
ception. In Figure 2, the topmost putfield has a
default handler throwing back any exception to the
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receiver_is Nullness
load 0 Nullness
load 1 Nullness
putfield Nullness.g:Nullness
load 0 Nullness
getfield Nullness.g:Nullness
catch
throw java.lang.Throwable
catch
getfield Nullness.g:Nullness
return
exception_is {java.lang.NullPointerException}
store 2 java.lang.NullPointerException
exception_is everything else
throw java.lang.Throwable load 0 Nullness
if_cmpne Nullness
if_cmpeq Nullness
load 0 Nullness
dup Nullness
getfield Nullness.g:Nullness
getfield Nullness.g:Nullness
putfield Nullness.g:Nullness
Figure 2. The blocks of helper() (Figure 1).
caller; the others have a handler for java.lang.
NullPointerException and throw back the ex-
ception to the caller otherwise (everything else
stands for the set of all other exceptions).
For simplicity, we assume that the only primitive
type is int and the only reference types are the
classes; we only allow instance fields and methods.
Our implementation deals with full sequential code.
Definition 1 (Classes). The set of classes K is par-
tially ordered w.r.t. the subclass relation ≤. A type is
an element of T = K ∪ {int}. A class κ ∈ K has
instance fields κ.f : t (field f of type t ∈ T defined in
κ) and instance methods κ.m(t1, . . . , tn) : t (method
m with arguments of type t1, . . . , tn ∈ T, returning
a value of type t ∈ T ∪ {void}, defined in κ). We
consider constructors as methods returning void.
Definition 2 (State). A value is an element of Z ∪ L ∪
{null}, where L is a set of locations. A state is a
triple 〈l || s ||μ〉 where l is an array of values (the lo-
cal variables), s a stack of values (the operand stack),
which grows leftwards, and μ a memory which binds
locations to objects. The empty stack is written ε. An
object o belongs to class o.κ ∈ K (is an instance of
o.κ) and maps identifiers (the fields f of o.κ and of
its superclasses) into values o.f . The set of states is Ξ.
We write Ξi,j when we want to fix the number i of local
variables and j of stack elements. A value v has type t
in a state 〈l || s ||μ〉 if v ∈ Z and t = int, or v = null
and t ∈ K, or v ∈ L, t ∈ K and μ(v).κ ≤ t.
Example 1. State σ = 〈[, ′] || ′′ :: ′′ :: ′ ||μ〉 ∈ Ξ2,3,
with μ mapping locations , ′, ′′ to some objects.
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) allows exceptions.
Hence we distinguish normal states σ ∈ Ξ, arising
during the normal execution of a piece of code, from
exceptional states σ ∈ Ξ, arising just after a bytecode
that throws an exception and having only one stack ele-
ment, the location of the thrown exception object, also
in the presence of nested exception handlers [10].
Definition 3 (JVM State). The set of JVM states (from
now just states) with i local variables and j stack ele-
ments is Σi,j = Ξi,j ∪ Ξi,1.
The semantics of a bytecode ins is a denotation i.e.,
a map from an initial to a final state.
Definition 4 (Denotation). A denotation is a partial
map from an input or initial state to an output or fi-
nal state; the set of denotations is Δ; we also define
Δi1,j1→i2,j2=Σi1,j1→Σi2,j2 to fix the number of local
variables and stack elements. The sequential composi-
tion of δ1, δ2 ∈ Δ is δ1; δ2 = λσ.δ2(δ1(σ)), undefined
when δ1(σ) or δ2(δ1(σ)) is undefined.
In δ1; δ2, the idea is that δ1 describes the behaviour of
an instruction ins1, δ2 that of an instruction ins2 and
δ1; δ2 that of the execution of ins1 and then ins2.
At each program point, the number i of local vari-
ables and j of stack elements and their types are stati-
cally known [10]. Hence, in the following we silently
assume that the semantics of the bytecodes is unde-
fined for input states of wrong sizes or types.
Basic instructions. Bytecode const v pushes v ∈
Z∪{null} on the stack: const v = λ〈l || s ||μ〉.〈l || v ::
s ||μ〉 (s might be ε). The λ-notation defines a partial
map, undefined on exceptional states since 〈l || s ||μ〉 is
not underlined. That is, const v is executed when the
JVM is in a normal state. This holds for all bytecodes
but catch, that starts the exceptional handlers from an
exceptional state. Bytecode dup t duplicates the top of
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the stack, of type t: dup t = λ〈l || top ::s ||μ〉.〈l || top ::
top :: s ||μ〉. Bytecode load k t pushes on the stack
the value of local variable number k, which must ex-
ist and have type t: load k t = λ〈l || s ||μ〉.〈l || l[k] ::
s ||μ〉. Conversely, bytecode store k t pops the top
of the stack of type t and writes it in local variable
k: store k t = λ〈l || top :: s ||μ〉.〈l[k := top] || s ||μ〉.
If l has less than k + 1 variables, the resulting set of
local variables gets expanded. The semantics of a con-
ditional bytecode is undefined when its condition is
false. For instance, ifne t checks if the top of the
stack, of type t, is not 0 when t = int or is not null
otherwise. Its semantics ifne t is
λ〈l || top ::s ||μ〉.
{
〈l || s ||μ〉 if top = 0, top = null,
undefined otherwise.
Memory-manipulating instructions. Some byte-
codes deal with objects in memory: new κ pushes on
the stack a reference to a new object n of class κ, with
reference fields set to null. Its semantics new κ is
λ〈l || s ||μ〉.
{
〈l ||  :: s ||μ[ := n]〉 if there is memory
〈l ||  ||μ[ := oome]〉 otherwise
with  ∈ L fresh and oome new instance of java.
lang.OutOfMemoryError. This is the first
bytecode that throws an exception. Bytecode
getfield κ.f : t reads the field κ.f : t of the object
pointed by the top rec (the receiver) of the stack, of
type κ. Its semantics getfield κ.f : t is
λ〈l || rec ::s ||μ〉.
{
〈l ||μ(rec).f :: s ||μ〉 if rec = null,
〈l ||  ||μ[ 	→ npe]〉 otherwise
with  ∈ L fresh and npe new instance of java.
lang.NullPointerException. This is the first
example of a bytecode that might throw an excep-
tion while dereferencing a location (rec). Another is
putfield κ.f : t that moves the top of type t of the
stack in the field κ.f: t of the object pointed by a value
rec of type κ below top. Its semantics putfield κ.f : t
is ( and npe are as before)
λ〈l||top ::rec ::s||μ〉.
{
〈l||s||μ[μ(rec).f := top]〉 if rec =null,
〈l ||  ||μ[ := npe]〉 otherwise.
Exception handling instructions. Bytecode throw κ
throws the object of type κ ≤ java.lang.Throwable
pointed by the top of the stack. Its semantics throw κ
is ( and npe are as before)
λ〈l || top ::s ||μ〉.
{
〈l || top ||μ〉 if top =null,
〈l ||  ||μ[ 	→ npe]〉 if top=null.
Bytecode catch starts an exception handler from an
exceptional state: it transforms it into a normal one,
used by the implementation of the handler: catch =
λ〈l || top ||μ〉.〈l || top ||μ〉 where top ∈ L has type
java.lang.Throwable. The handler is selected
on the basis of the run-time class of the exception
by a bytecode exception is K that filters the states
whose stack top points to an instance of a class in
K ⊆ K. Its semantics exception is K is
λ〈l || top ||μ〉.
{
〈l || top ||μ〉 if top ∈ L, μ(top).κ ∈ K,
undefined otherwise.
Method call and return instructions. The code of a
method M = κ.m(t1, . . . , tn) : t starts with a byte-
code receiver isK asserting that the run-time class
of the receiver (local variable 0) is in a set K statically
computed from the look-up rules of the language. Its
semantics receiver is K is
λ〈l || ε ||μ〉.
{
〈l || ε ||μ〉 if l[0]∈L, μ(l[0]).κ∈K,
undefined otherwise,
with  and npe as before. At the beginning of M the
stack is ε and local variables hold exactly its n + 1
actual arguments (including this). At its end, a
return t bytecode leaves on the stack the return value
of type t only, or a return bytecode just returns, if t =
void: return t = λ〈l || top :: s ||μ〉.〈l || top ||μ〉 and
return = λ〈l || s ||μ〉.〈l || ε ||μ〉. Overall, the semantics
of the code of M is hence a denotation δ from a state
〈[v0, . . . , vn] || ε ||μ〉 to a state σ = 〈l′ || top ||μ′〉, with
top = ε when t = void, if M returns normally, or
to a state σ = 〈l′ || top ||μ′〉, with top pointing to an
exception e if M throws e. From the point of view
of the caller of M , its i local variables l are not af-
fected by the call and the actual arguments v0, . . . , vn
are popped from its stack, of height j = b + n + 1,
and replaced with top (if any). We model this through
extend i,jM ∈ Δn+1,0→i′,r → Δi,j→i,b+r, with r = 0 if
t = void and r = 1 otherwise, defined as
λ〈l||vn :: · · · ::v0 ::s||μ〉.
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
〈l ||||μ[ := npe]〉 if v0 = null
〈l ||top ::s||μ′〉 if v0∈L, σ∈Ξ,
〈l||top||μ′〉 if v0∈L, σ∈Ξ,
with  and npe as before. This is the third place where
a dereference might throw an exception.
The Denotational Semantics. A semantics ι of P is
an interpretation that specifies the behaviour of each
block b in P by providing a set ι(b) of denotations.
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They represent possible executions starting at b and
continuing with b’s successor blocks until a block with
no successor is reached. Sets are typical of a collecting
semantics [4], able to model properties of denotations.
The operators extend and ; over denotations are con-
sequently extended to sets of denotations.
Definition 5 (Interpretation). An interpretation is a
map from P ’s blocks into ℘(Δ). The set of interpreta-
tions I is ordered by pointwise set-inclusion.
Given ι ∈ I, we define the set [[b]]ι ⊆ Δ of all the
executions, induced by ι, that start at b and continue
with b’s successors until a block with no successors
is reached: we compose sequentially the denotations
of the instructions inside b and those of the succes-
sor blocks b1, . . . , bn, as given by ι. For calls, we
extend the denotations of the first block of the called
method(s), as given by ι.
Definition 6 (Denotations of Instructions and Blocks).
Let ι ∈ I. The denotations in ι of an instruc-
tion are [[ins]]ι = {ins} if ins is not a call, and
[[call M1, . . . ,Mq]]
ι = ∪1≤s≤qextend i,jMs(ι(bMs))
otherwise, where {M1, . . . ,Mq} is a superset of the
methods that might be called (computed by some class
analysis), bMs the block where Ms starts, i the number
of local variables and j the height of the stack where
the call occurs. Function [[ ]]ι is extended to blocks:
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
⎢⎢⎣ ins1· · ·insn →→
b1· · ·
bm
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
ι
= [[ins1]]
ι
; · · · ; [[insn]]ι ; (ι(b1) ∪ · · · ∪ ι(bm))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cont
where Cont is missing when m = 0.
Note that Definition 6 uses an operator ∪ over ℘(Δ).
Loops and recursion make the blocks of P inter-
dependent and hence a denotational semantics is built
with a fixpoint computation: one improves the empty
interpretation ι0, such that ι0(b) = ∅ for all blocks
b of P , into ι1 = TP (ι0) and iterates the application
of TP until a fixpoint (for better efficiency, our im-
plementation performs local, smaller fixpoints over the
strongly-connected components of blocks).
Definition 7 (Denotational Semantics). We define TP :
I→ I as TP (ι)(b) = [[b]]ι for every ι ∈ I and block b of
P . Its least fixpoint exists and can be computed with
a (possibly infinite) iterative application of TP from
ι0 [12]. It is the denotational semantics of P .
Safe abstractions of TP (such that in Section 4) reach
the abstract fixpoint in a finite number of iterations.
This semantics gives only an input/output descrip-
tion of a piece of code (hence of P ). A prelim-
inary magic-sets transformation [12] of P recovers
information at selected internal program points. It
adds new blocks whose denotation gives informa-
tion at those points. For nullness analysis, we se-
lect those just before a dereferencing bytecode i.e.,
a getfield, putfield or call (for full Java byte-
code, also arraylength, throw, arrayload and
arraystore [10]), so we can check if they are safe.
4 Nullness Analysis
We define here an abstract interpretation [4] of the
semantics of Section 3. The latter works over ℘(Δ);
it is built from basic sets, one for each bytecode, with
three operators ;, ∪ and extend . Hence we define cor-
rect abstractions of those sets and operators.
Our abstract domain is a natural choice for nullness
analysis since it expresses logical relations between
nullness of variables (i.e., local variables and stack el-
ements) in the input or output state of denotations. We
first define a function that extracts the variables hold-
ing null in a state. We use identifiers lk for the kth
local variable, sk for the kth stack element (s0 is the
base of the stack) and e to mean that the state is in Ξ.
Definition 8 (Nullness Extractor). Let σ ∈ Σi,j . We
define the nullness extractor
nullness(σ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
{
lk
∣∣∣∣∣ l[k] = null0 ≤ k < i
}
∪
{
sk
∣∣∣∣∣ vk = null0 ≤ k < j
}
if σ = 〈l || vj−1 :: · · · ::v0 ||μ〉
{lk | l[k] = null, 0 ≤ k < i} ∪ {e}
if σ = 〈l || v0 ||μ〉.
We remind that the stack of the exceptional states con-
tains one element only, a location (hence non-null).
Example 2. Let σ ∈ Ξ2,3 from Example 1. Since
, ′, ′′ ∈ L, nullness(σ) = {l0, l1, s0, s1, s2}.
We put ˇ over the variables holding null in the input
of a denotation and ˆ over those holding null in its
output. If S is a set of identifiers, then Sˇ = {vˇ | v ∈
S} and Sˆ = {vˆ | v ∈ S}.
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Definition 9 (NULL Abstract Domain). Let i1, j1, i2,
j2 ∈ N. The abstract domain NULLi1,j1→i2,j2 is the
set of Boolean formulas over {eˇ, eˆ} ∪ {lˇk | 0 ≤ k <
i1} ∪ {sˇk | 0 ≤ k < j1} ∪ {lˆk | 0 ≤ k < i2} ∪ {sˆk |
0 ≤ k < j2} (modulo logical equivalence).
Example 3. We have φ = (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ (sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0) ∧
(sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1)∧¬eˇ∧¬eˆ∧(sˇ2 ↔ lˆ0) ∈ NULL2,3→2,2.
A formula φ ∈ NULL abstracts those denotations that
behave, w.r.t. nullness, in a way compatible with φ.
Definition 10 (Concretisation Map). We define γ :
NULLi1,j1→i2,j2 → ℘(Δi1,j1→i2,j2) as γ(φ) =
{δ ∈ Δi1,j1→i2,j2 | for all σ ∈ Σi1,j1 s.t. δ(σ) is defi-
ned, ˇnullness(σ) ∪ ˆnullness(δ(σ)) |= φ}.
Proposition 1. NULLi1,j1→i2,j2 is an abstract inter-
pretation of ℘(Δi1,j1→i2,j2) with concretisation γ.
Example 4. Consider the denotation store 0 java.
lang.Object (Section 3) and φ from Example 3. Then
(store 0 java.lang.Object) ∈ γ(φ) since that byte-
code does not modify local variable 0 (lˇ0 ↔ lˆ0) nor
the base of the stack (sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0) nor the element above
(sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1); it is only defined on normal states (¬eˇ) and
yields a normal state (¬eˆ); the output local variable 0
is an alias of the top of the input stack (sˇ2 ↔ lˆ0).
Figure 3 defines correct abstractions for the byte-
codes in Section 3. For a simple notation, a formula
U (for unchanged) expresses that the input local vari-
ables L and the input stack elements S of a bytecode,
which are also in the output and hold the same value
as in the input, keep their nullness. For S, this is only
checked when no exception is thrown, since otherwise
the only output stack element is non-null.
Definition 11. Let sets S (of stack elements) and L
(of local variables) be the input variables that after
all executions of a given bytecode in a given pro-
gram point (only after the normal ones for S) sur-
vive with unchanged value. Then U = ∧v∈L(vˇ ↔
vˆ) ∧ (¬eˆ → ∧v∈S(vˇ ↔ vˆ)) ∧ (eˆ → ¬sˆ0).
Example 5. Bytecode store 0 java.lang.Object,
in a program point with 2 local variables and 3 stack
elements, lets only l1 and s0, s1 survive and keep their
value. Here, U = (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ (¬eˆ → ((sˇ0 ↔
sˆ0) ∧ (sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1))) ∧ (eˆ → ¬sˆ0).
(const v)NULL =
{
U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ sˆj if v = null
U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ if v = null
(load k t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ (lˇk ↔ sˆj)
(store k t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ (sˇj−1 ↔ lˆk)
(ifne t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ ¬sˇj−1
(new κ)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (¬eˆ → ¬sˆj)
(getfield κ.f : t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇj−1 ↔ eˆ)
(putfield κ.f : t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇj−2 ↔ eˆ)
(throw κ)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ eˆ
(catch)NULL = U ∧ eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ
(exception is K)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ ¬sˇ0
(receiver is K)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ ¬lˇ0
(return t)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ (sˇj−1 ↔ sˆ0)
(return)NULL = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ.
Figure 3. Bytecode abstraction for nullness,
in a program point with j stack elements.
For simplicity, we do not distinguish variables of prim-
itive and reference type. For instance, for store 0
java.lang.Object in Example 4, the sub-formula
lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1 of φ is useless if local 1 has primitive type,
for which nullness is meaningless. For efficiency, our
implementation removes useless sub-formulas, with-
out affecting the precision of the analysis.
Let us comment on Figure 3. Bytecodes are run
only if the preceding one does not throw any ex-
ception (¬eˇ) but catch requires an exception to be
thrown (eˇ). They state if they never throw any ex-
ception (¬eˆ) or always do it (eˆ), like throw; bytecode
new leaves this undefined since NULL knows nothing
about the amount of available memory; the derefer-
encing bytecodes getfield and putfield throw an
exception if and only if their receiver is null (namely,
for getfield, we state sˇj−1 ↔ eˆ); for full Java byte-
code we use → instead of ↔ here, since an excep-
tion might also be thrown for other reasons. Bytecode
const null states that it pushes null on the stack
(sˆj). Bytecode load k t copies the nullness of input
local variable k into that of the top of the output stack
(lˇk ↔ sˆj); store k t does the opposite. Bytecode
ifne wants a non-null top of the input stack (sˇj−1) or
otherwise it is undefined. Bytecode new states that if it
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throws no exception then the top of the output stack is
non-null (¬sˆj) since it is a reference to a new object.
Bytecode getfield says nothing about the nullness
of the field (Section 5 improves on this). Bytecode
exception is (respectively, receiver is) requires
the only stack element (respectively, local variable 0)
non-null (sˇ0, respectively lˇ0) or otherwise it is un-
defined. Bytecode return t states that the top of the
input stack is null if and only if the only output stack
element is null (sˇj−1 ↔ sˆ0).
Example 6. Consider new java.lang.Object, run in
a program point with i = 2 local variables and j = 2
stack elements. We have U = (lˇ0 ↔ lˆ0) ∧ (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧
(¬eˆ → ((sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0)∧ (sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1)))∧ (eˆ → ¬sˆ0). From
Figure 3 its approximation is φ1 = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (¬eˆ →
¬sˆ2) = (lˇ0 ↔ lˆ0) ∧ (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (¬eˆ → ((sˇ0 ↔
sˆ0)∧(sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1)∧¬sˆ2))∧(eˆ → ¬sˆ0) i.e., the bytecode
is only run from a normal state (¬eˇ), local variables 0
and 1 are unchanged ((lˇ0 ↔ lˆ0) ∧ (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1)) and if
no exception is thrown (¬eˆ) then no stack element is
changed ((sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0) ∧ (sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1)) and the new top
of the stack is non-null (¬sˆ2). Otherwise, the stack
contains only a non-null exception (¬sˆ0).
Example 7. Consider store 0 java.lang.Object,
run in a program point with i = 2 local variables and
j = 3 stack elements. Example 5 gives U . From Fig-
ure 3 its approximation is φ2 = U ∧¬eˇ∧¬eˆ∧ (sˇ2 ↔
lˆ0) = (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1)∧ (sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0)∧ (sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1)∧¬eˇ∧¬eˆ∧
(sˇ2 ↔ lˆ0) i.e., φ from Example 3. Example 4 showed
that (store 0 java.lang.Object) ∈ γ(φ).
The result of Example 7 is not a coincidence.
Proposition 2. The approximations of Figure 3 are
correct w.r.t. the denotations of Section 3 i.e., for all
bytecode ins we have ins ∈ γ(insNULL).
Denotations are composed by ; and their abstrac-
tions by ;NULL. The definition of φ1;NULL φ2 matches
the output variables of φ1 with the corresponding input
variables of φ2. To avoid name clashes, they are first
renamed apart and then projected away.
Definition 12. Let φ1, φ2 ∈ NULL. Their sequential
composition is ∃V (φ1[V /Vˆ ]∧φ2[V /Vˇ ]), where V are
fresh overlined variables.
Example 8. Consider φ1 from Example 6 and φ2 from
Example 7. Then φ1;NULL φ2 = ∃{e,l0,l1,s0,s1,s2}(lˇ0 ↔
l0) ∧ (lˇ1 ↔ l1) ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (¬e → ((sˇ0 ↔ s0) ∧ (sˇ1 ↔
s1) ∧ ¬s2)) ∧ (l1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ (s0 ↔ sˆ0) ∧ (s1 ↔
sˆ1) ∧ ¬e ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ (s2 ↔ lˆ0) = (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ (sˇ0 ↔
sˆ0) ∧ (sˇ1 ↔ sˆ1) ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ ∧ ¬lˆ0. That is, the
sequential execution of new java.lang.Object and
store 0 java.lang.Object keeps the nullness of lo-
cal variable 1 and of the two stack elements; it is run in
a normal state; at its end there is no exception and lo-
cal variable 0 is non-null (it holds a new object).
The second semantical operator is extend . Let φ
approximate the nullness behaviour of method M =
κ.m(t1, . . . , tn) : t; φ’s variables are among lˇ0, . . . , lˇn
(the arguments including this), sˆ0 (if M does not
return void), lˆ0, lˆ1 . . . (the final values of M ’s local
variables), eˇ and eˆ. Let method C call M . The final
values of M ’s local variables are irrelevant to C and
we remove them by computing ∃{lˆ0,lˆ1...}φ; C holds the
arguments in the n+1 topmost elements of its stack, of
height b+n+1 (b is the number of non-argument stack
elements of C); then we rename lˇ0 into sˇb, lˇ1 into sˇb+1
and so on; similarly, we rename sˆ0 (if any) into sˆb.
Finally, we state that sˇb is non-null or an exception
is thrown and that the local variables of C and its b
lowest stack elements keep their nullness (U ).
Definition 13. Let i, j ∈ N and M = κ.m(t1, . . . ,
tn) : t with j = b + n + 1 and b ≥ 0. Define
(extend i,jM )
NULL :NULLn+1,0→i′,r → NULLi,j→i,b+r
with r = 0 if t = void and r = 1 otherwise, as
(extend i,jM )
NULL(φ) = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇb → eˆ) ∧ (¬sˇb →
((∃{lˆ0,lˆ1...}φ)[sˇi+b/lˇi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n][sˆb/sˆ0])).
Example 9. The body of the constructor M = java.
lang.Object.〈init〉() : void of java.lang.Ob-
ject is receiver is A; return, where A is the set
of all classes. From Figure 3, its approximation is
φ = ¬lˇ0 ∧¬lˆ0 ∧¬eˇ∧¬eˆ. Let us call M in a program
point with 2 local variables and 3 stack elements. We
have n = 0 and b = 2. The approximation of the call
is (extend2,3M )
NULL(φ) = U∧¬eˇ∧(sˇ2 → eˆ)∧(¬sˇ2 →
∃{lˆ0}φ[sˇ2/lˇ0]) = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇ2 → eˆ) ∧ (¬sˇ2 →
(¬sˇ2 ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ ¬eˆ)) = U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇ2 ↔ eˆ) = (lˇ0 ↔
lˆ0) ∧ (lˇ1 ↔ lˆ1) ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (¬eˆ → ((sˇ0 ↔ sˆ0) ∧ (sˇ1 ↔
sˆ1) ∧ ¬sˇ2)) ∧ (eˆ → (¬sˆ0 ∧ sˇ2)). It entails that, if the
call does not throw any exception, then the top of the
stack of the caller was non-null (¬sˇ2).
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The third semantical operator is ∪ of two sets of
denotations. Its approximation is ∪NULL = ∨.
Proposition 3. The operators ;NULL, extendNULL and
∪NULL are correct.
The number of Boolean formulas over a given set
of variables is finite (modulo equivalence) and the ab-
stract fixpoint is reached in a finite number of itera-
tions. For each getfield, putfield and call byte-
code op in P that dereferences vop , the magic-sets
transformation gives us a formula ψop which holds just
before op. If ψop entails ¬vˆop then op is safe.
5 Oracle Semantics for Fields
The analysis in Section 4 never assumes that fields
hold a non-null value (see getfield in Figure 3).
This hypothesis is conservative but too strong. We
show here how we determine non-null fields.
A candidate field is initialised before being read.
Definition 14 (Candidate Field). A field κ.f : t is can-
didate if t ∈ K and for every execution path x in every
constructor of κ, if x ends with return then there is
a putfield κ.f : t in x over the created object and if
x contains a getfield κ.f : t then it also contains a
previous putfield κ.f : t over the created object.
Fields f and g in Figure 1 are candidate, but only k in
public class C {
private Object h, k;
public C() {
Object t = this.h; this.h = this; this.k = null;
}
}
Definition 14 does not consider paths ending with
throw since if the construction of an object o ends in
an exception then o cannot be used [10].
We use a preliminary definite aliasing analysis to
check if a putfield works on the created object, by
checking if the receiver is an alias of local 0; we con-
sider no field as candidate when a constructor con-
tains a (legal but unusual) store 0 t. After the alias
analysis, being candidate is just a syntactical prop-
erty, that we check through a graph algorithm taking
into account helper functions for better precision (as
helper() in Figure 1). However, being candidate
does not guarantee that the field never contains null.
Definition 15 (Non-null Field). A candidate field
κ.f : t is non-null if P never writes null in it.
Then when P reads a non-null field, it does not find
null. Being non-null is a semantical property, since
we need to know what flows inside the field. Let us
hence define an oracle, telling us if a field is non-null.
Definition 16 (Oracle). An oracle is a set of candidate
fields. The set of oracles is O. An oracle O ∈ O is
correct if every κ.f : t ∈ O is non-null.
For instance, {f,g}, {f} and ∅ and correct oracles for
Figure 1. We redefine the approximation of getfield
so that, given O ∈ O, the fields in O are assumed non-
null. Namely, (getfield κ.f : t)NULLO is{
U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇj−1 ↔ eˆ) ∧ (¬eˆ → ¬sˆj−1) if κ.f : t ∈ O
U ∧ ¬eˇ ∧ (sˇj−1 ↔ eˆ) if κ.f : t ∈ O
i.e., if κ.f : t ∈ O, if no exception is thrown then the
top of the output stack is non-null (¬eˆ → ¬sˆj−1).
This analysis, parameterised w.r.t. O, is correct if O is
correct, but may be incorrect otherwise; moreover, the
larger a correct O, the more precise is the analysis.
Proposition 4. If O ∈ O is correct, then the nullness
analysis parameterised w.r.t. O is correct.
The problem is to find a correct O ∈ O. The obvious
choice O = ∅ is correct but leads us to the analysis in
Section 4. The following result will help us.
Proposition 5. Define FP : O→ O as
FP (O)=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩κ.f : t ∈ O
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
our nullness analysis
parameterised w.r.t. O proves
that all putfield κ.f : t in P
write a non-null value
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ .
If O is a fixpoint of FP then O is correct.
By computing FP (O), one applies our nullness analy-
sis parameterised w.r.t. O and checks in which fields
of O the program write non-null values only. By
definition, FP (O) ⊆ O. Take O0 equal to the set of
all candidate fields and compute O1 = FP (O0). If
O1 = O0 then O0 is correct (Proposition 5); other-
wise O0 ⊃ O1 and compute O2 = FP (O1); again, if
O2 = O1 then O1 is correct; otherwise O1 ⊃ O2 and
compute O3 = FP (O2) and so on. Since the num-
ber of candidate fields of P is finite, the decreasing
chain O0 ⊃ O1 ⊃ O2 ⊃ O3 ⊃ . . . must be finite
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and converge to a correct oracle. In words, one starts
with the optimistic hypothesis that all candidate fields
are non-null and iteratively remove those that have
no proof of being non-null. When no more fields are
removed, one gets a correct oracle (a set of non-null
fields) and the last iteration is correct (Proposition 4).
For instance, take O0 = {f,g} in Figure 1; we have
FP (O0) = O0 so O0 is correct. For the class C above,
take O0 = {k} and FP (O0) = ∅ is correct. An upper
bound to the number of needed iterations is the pos-
sibly large number of candidate fields of P . In prac-
tice, no more than four iterations are used even for the
largest programs of Section 6. Moreover, the first iter-
ation might be expensive but caching makes the sub-
sequent iterations quicker than the first one.
Static fields are accomodated in our framework.
A candidate static field is defined as in Defini-
tion 14 by using putstatic and getstatic instead
of putfield and getfield and considering the only
class constructor 〈clinit〉. Aliasing is not used for
putstatic since there is no receiver object.
6 Experiments
We have implemented our analysis in Java inside
our JULIA analyser, coding formulas as binary de-
cision diagrams [1] with the BUDDY library. Fig-
ure 4 shows that it scales well on an AMD Opteron
processor 280 at 2.4Ghz with 4 gigabytes of RAM
and Sun jdk 1.5. We included library methods inside
java.lang.* and java.util.* classes and ap-
proximated the others with a worst-case assumption
i.e., by assuming them to return a possibly null value.
Figure 5 compares our analysis with the implemen-
tation NIT of [9] (we thank Laurent Hubert for his help
with NIT). Times are global (preprocessing plus anal-
ysis). Our analysis, coded in Java, is faster than the
natively compiled OCaml of NIT. The latter did not
analyse Kitten nor Julia for some error in the ap-
plication extraction. W.r.t. precision, we observe that
NIT is more precise than the analysis in [9]. Hence
the results for NIT are upper bounds to the actual pre-
cision of [9]. Only instance fields are approximated
by NIT; hence we have disabled the analysis of static
fields from JULIA by assuming that they always hold
a possibly null value. Our notion of non-null field
(Definition 15) is stronger than that in [9], where a
non-null field can be read before being initialised.
Hence there are more non-null fields in the sense
of [9] than in ours. Nevertheless, our analysis always
finds more non-null fields (in our sense) than NIT (in
the sense of [9]). The only exception is JavaCup, but
the five non-null fields which are not found by JU-
LIA are read before being initialised, so they cannot be
non-null for our definition. A more fair comparison
is the amount of getfields, putfields and instance
calls proved safe, for which JULIA is more precise
(Figure 5). By dealing with static fields also, precision
increases further, as the last column of Figure 5 shows.
7 Conclusion
Our analysis is clean, fast, scalable and more pre-
cise than others but it can be improved. Namely, it
cannot prove the call in if (this.f != null)
this.f.foo() safe when f might hold null.
When f is not initialised in a constructor but is made
non-null by a method, say, set(), always called be-
fore reading f, then it fails to prove f non-null: it
misses information about the calling order of meth-
ods. It also conservatively assumes that the elements
of an array are potentially null since it does not know
which portions of the array hold non-null values.
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